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Abstract—we studied some algorithms based on utility mining. In this paper we will discuss the pros and cons of this algorithm. So we are putting forth an algorithm which will solve the problem of previous algorithm. Here we are finding the high utility pattern and frequent pattern by using UP Growth++ algorithm and FP growth algorithm for e-commerce domain; it will be used on real time data base system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In utility mining depending on the user preferences weight, price, number of product, profit by certain product and other information is measured. The frequent item set mining discovers a large amount of frequent item. More high utility item sets in the algorithm will generate more processing this can be seen in data mining from data base system therefore the performance of the mining task will reduces while dealing with dense, complex database. This algorithm filters most likely databases from main search item, and directly searches on very likely important databases. In real life we come across number of application on frequent item sets. In this way it will save lots of memory and time and speed up search item precisely. Our approach is finding the high utility item sets and frequent pattern item sets for e commerce domain by using UP Growth++ algorithm and FP growth algorithm we can use this approach on real time database system.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Apriori Algorithm:

Apriori algorithm works on global node or global item sets. It functions on DGN and DGU, it uses whole data set. It scans whole data and generates new entry and it scans the data step by step, therefore it consumes more memory as well as more time.

B. Up Growth+ Algorithm:

High utility item sets can be found out by using UP growth+ algorithm. It generates the tree of the given data set. After generating the tree it generates high utility item sets from the tree. As the high utility item sets is generated, then it can easily find out most profitable item.

C. Minrp Set and Flexrp Set Algorithm:

MinRP set and FlexRP set algorithm plays huge role in reducing the time and memory. In a way it saves user’s time. The memory saved can be used for other profitable item sets. These algorithms find the most profitable and most selling product from the data base. MinRP and flexRP algorithms give us frequent pattern of item set.

D. Potential High Utility Item Sets Algorithm:

Potential high utility item set algorithm will select the products which have highest profit. In this way we can find out the list of products which have maximum profit, and by using this data we can increase the quantity of certain products.

III. BACKGROUND STUDY

My product store is an online website is intended for customer specifically looking for best solution in online purchase of following of item like games, books, movies, computer etc. It gives the best and updated solution in cost and time for the selective item. The web page shown is the first step of this project. This page will give brief idea about the items available. To have access, the user should first register him, and then log in. User wants to access the web side and search the required product. Collection of most of popular brands in the selected item category intelligence search saving the time and best updated best price. The user will be able to access all the available items. The screenshot shows five tabs. When the user will click on the Product tab, user would see category and sub category of the product. The contact tab will allow the user to contact the product store, in case of any query or problem. The FAQs tab shows the questions asked by the different users. We work on real time data base, here we generate 1213 transaction, we create 205 product, we create sub category of product. The whole information of user saves on user details column.
IV. RESULT AND CONCLUSION

Both the graphs show the result of the project. These graphs show the comparison between two algorithms i.e. UP Growth+ algorithm and UP Growth++ algorithm. In Upgrowth+ algorithm, the scanning of database repeats again and again therefore it occupies more memory and more time. In UP Growth++ algorithm data will be scanned in one time, thus it saves more memory and time.

V. CONCLUSION

The algorithm is used to resolve the problem in scanning the database again and again. The main work was to design a UP Growth++ algorithm for reducing the scanning. We apply the UP Growth++ algorithm to reduce the scanning, so that it will save the more memory as well as time.
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